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Over the next six months, 
the Society is going 

to tackle some very large 
planning and facility-related 
projects. These include 
an update to our strategic 
plan and a facility master 
planning process to determine 
the Society’s long term 
operational needs.

Up first, the strategic plan 
update. The updated plan 
will cover the period from 
September 2011 to August 
2014. This is an update not 
a total re-write. Much of the 
Society’s original strategic plan 
is still relevant and useful. 
The updated plan will be 
shorter, more concise, with 
a focus on action statements 
based on our analysis of what 
has worked (and what has 
not) over the last four years 
of operations. As members 
of the Society, your input 
into the strategic plan is 
especially important. Through 
our stakeholder engagement 
process, Society members will be asked for their thoughts on 
the direction the Society should take over the coming years. 

A facility master planning process will unfold at the same 
time as the strategic plan update. The Society will use 
the services of a consultant to guide us through, “a pre-
construction and assessment phase that is intended to 
quantify the Society’s current and future facility needs 

and to provide a vision for re-
locating the Society’s artifact 
collection.” The plan will 
also include a comprehensive 
community engagement 
initiative, which will inform 
both the facility master plan 
and the strategic plan update. 
Again, members will be key 
stakeholders in helping the 
Society determine the best 
course of action to create 
a permanent home for the 
artifact collection. 

Why now? The Society’s current 
strategic plan covered the 
time period of 2005-2009. 
We’re overdue for an update. 
The facility master plan will 
help us address one of the 
biggest unanswered questions 
remaining after moving into the 
new facility, “where will we 
store the artifact collection?” 
There’s no room in the facility’s 
current configuration. The FMP 
will provide the careful analysis 
needed to make an informed 
decision in the not too distant 

future on where to house the artifact collection and how to 
maximize service delivery in the space we do have. 

If you have questions about these planning processes 
contact me at 250.352.8200 or by email at: director@
touchstonesnelson.ca. This is your opportunity to contribute 
to shaping the next stage of the Society’s development. 
 I hope to hear from you.  

Executive Director’s Message — by Leah Best _______________
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2011 Exhibitions April to August  ____________________

Kootenay School of Art  
at Selkirk College
Graduation Show
April 16 to May 29
Gallery B 
Curators Bridget Corkery and Boukje Elzinga
Thursday, April 21 
• Members Preview 6:30 pm 
• Opening Reception 7-9:00 pm  

This exhibit features the work of graduating 
students from the Kootenay School of the  Arts 

at Selkirk College. Student work from each of the 
four studios: Clay, Fibre, Jewellery & Small Object 
Design and Metal will be displayed. 
KSA’s programs place emphasis on the skills 
necessary to become a successful and professional 
arts practitioner. 
Hands-on studio work combined with the study of 
design, drawing, history, and professional practices 
lead to an in-depth understanding and refined 
ability to apply the essential elements for success 
in the industry.

Upstairs at Wah Lee’s: 
Portraits from the  
C.S. Wing Studio
June 4 to Aug 21
Gallery B • Curator Faith Moosang

A joint opening reception with Gallery A 
exhibitions listed on page 3.

Friday, June 17 
• Members Preview 6:30 pm 
• Opening Reception 7-9:00 pm 

Alf Crossley
Spirit of the Land

April 1 to June 12 
Gallery A • Curator Rod Taylor
Friday, April 1 
• Members Preview 6:30 pm 
• Opening Reception 7-9:00 pm   

Thursday, April 14
• Artist talk 7:00 pm

Well known 
Kootenay artist  

Alf Crossley’s work 
is firmly rooted in 
our local landscape. 
With a visual style 
often leaning towards 
abstraction, his 
practice has long been 
based on working 
outdoors (or “en plein 
air”), drawing both 
imagery and inspiration 

directly from the natural environment. Crossley 
says, “I suppose the basic inspiration comes from my 
delight in seeing how the forces of nature.. wind, 
water, and sunlight orchestrate this earth and how 
the resulting rhythm, repetition and growth force, 

bring meaningful form 
into the visual tapestry 
surrounding us.”

Born in Rossland, Alf 
Crossley graduated from 
the Vancouver School of 
Art (later to be Emily 
Carr) in 1965. During 
this four year period, 
he studied with such 

notables as Takao Tanabe, Roy Kiyooka and Jack 
Shadbolt. With a brief stopover in the Okanagan, 
Crossley eventually resettled in the Kootenays in the 
early 70’s, buying a house outside of Castlegar that 
he continues to live in today.  

In addition to paintings in Crossley’s trademark style, 
the exhibition will also feature lesser known works 
on paper, as well as some of his earliest pieces that 
document the evolution of his visual style.

Lake of Many Hues,  Alf Crossley
Oil on Canvas 2005
Photo: Janet McIntyre 

C.S. Wing, Self 
Portrait, Circa 1910

Alf paints Slocan Lake 2008
Photo: Janet McIntyre

Touchstones Nelson is pleased to present this 
photographic exhibition on loan from the 

Quesnel Museum.
Chow Shong Wing was born in Quesnel into the 
merchant family that ran the Wah Lee Store. As a 
young man he established a photographic studio 
on the upper floor and was the first professional 
photographer in Quesnel. 
His early 20th century portraits of local residents, 
Chinese, First Nation, and Caucasian, speak 
profoundly of the economic, religious, and social 
forces of acculturation at work in this young 
frontier town.
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2011 June to August — Two simultaneous shows to delight!

Nelson Through the Lens
The Historical Photography of J.H.Allen

June 18 to August 28 
Gallery A • Curator Jessica Demers
Friday, June 17 
• Members Preview 6:30 pm 
• Joint Opening Reception 7-9:00 pm

With works from the Touchstones Nelson 
permanent collection, as well as on loan from 

local collectors, this exhibition will showcase the 
photographs of James (“Jimmy”) Allen (1878-
1969), and celebrate the mark he has made on 
the landscape of our local history through his 
contributions as a photographer and community 
member. 
From 1919 until his death in 1969, Allen operated 
Allen’s Art Shoppe in Nelson, a photo-finishing 
business which also served as a venue for marketing 
his own work. Between the 1920s and 50s, he created 
hundreds of black and white photos,  and garnered 
acclaim for his hand-tinted prints, which can still be 
found in homes throughout the area. 

A lens into the past, Jimmy Allen’s photographs 
provide a portrait of Nelson over more than three 
decades, documenting changes in the urban 
landscape, as well as celebrating the lakes, rivers, 
mountains and country roads which he explored year 
round. 

View from Gyro Park, Nelson, BC
J. H. Allen,  Circa 1950. Collection of Touchstones Nelson

Masters of BC Art:  
Selected Works from 
the Collection of 
Hans Wilking

June 18 to August 28 
Gallery A • Curator Boukje Elzinga

Friday, June 17 
• Members Preview 6:30 pm 
• Joint Opening Reception 7-9:00 pm

For many years Hans Wilking, owner of the Ymir 
Hotel, has been a collector of art, and has a 

personal connection not only to the work, but often to 
the artists themselves. 
This exhibition will feature highlights of his collection, 
including a number of works by such well known artists 
as E. J. Hughes, Simon Charlie and Norval Morrisseau. 
This promises to be a rare opportunity to not only see 
original works of this calibre, but to have a glimpse 
inside the world of the collector himself. 

Indian Church, North Vancouver
E. J. Hughes , 2005
Watercolour on paper
Collection of Hans Wilking
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Jessica Demers is the new co-curator at Touchstones Nelson. Originally 
hailing from Victoria, she moved to Winlaw in the fall of 2009, and 

then to Nelson in the spring of 2010. Jessica completed a BFA at NSCAD 
in 2003, and a B.Ed at UBC in 2009. She has  6 years experience working 
and volunteering in galleries and arts education organizations, including 
Gallery Coordinator at Xchanges Artist’s Gallery and Studios in Victoria, 
and Children and Youth Programming Coordinator at Island Mountain 
Arts in Wells, BC. In addition to her curatorial duties, she also currently 
teaches youth art classes at Oxygen Art Centre, and is a mentor for the 
Summer Arts Intensive at SelfDesign High. In her spare time, she enjoys 
hiking, cross-country skiing and making artwork. 

Touchstones Nelson’s New Co-curator  ________________

The Shop is gearing up for another great 
summer season with some new 

Nelson merchandise- 
postcards, 
buttons, 
magnets, and 
T-shirts! If 
your guests are 
looking for that 
perfect Nelson 
memento they may 
find the perfect 
thing here.
We’ll be setting up 
at the Baker Street 
market again 
on Wednesdays, 
so look for our 
table with goods 
from local artists, 
locally authored 
books, and other 
goodies. 
 If you haven’t 
checked out the 
print rack lately 
you’ll have missed 
seeing some iconic 
Nelson prints by 
Dave R. Gluns.  
There are also prints 

from Nelson and Sandpoint, Idaho-
based artist Renee Kaup and some 
of our unique archival images.  
We continue to strive to bring you 
original art from local artists.  
During May and June we hope 
to have work by the 2010 
graduating students of KSA.  
The Shop welcomes fresh 
additions to our existing 

collection on a regular basis 
so make sure to drop in 
and see what’s new!

We are also very proud 
to be a part of 

ArtWalk once 
again this 
summer, joining 
other local 
businesses as a 
venue for some 
of the many 
talented Nelson 
artists.   We are 
still waiting for 
the details of this 
year’s ArtWalk 
so stay tuned for 
more information.

The Shop  — by Cindy Fillion ____________________________
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Spring is in the air and the archives and 
collections are gearing up to begin a 

digitization project of the Society’s massive 
photograph collection. Touchstones Nelson is 
currently 
working 
towards 
partnership 
funding in 
order to 
purchase 
PastPerfect 
database 
software. 
This software 
will enable 
staff and 
volunteers to 
keep track of 
the collection 
as a whole 
and more 
easily locate 
articles in 
the Society’s 
vast collection 
for the general user public. The incorporation 
of this software will also allow users to search 
the collection via the 
World Wide Web from 
Touchstones Nelson’s 
online homepage. This 
project will take priority 
once the CBT nitrate 
negative funded project 
is completed. 
So far, over 500 negatives 
have been discovered and 
isolated from within the 
collection. The majority 
of the negatives come 
from the collections of 
local photographers: 
J.H. Allen, Dick Spurway, 
and George Meeres. 
These negatives will 
be scanned and will 
include descriptions that 
are compliant to archival 
standards, specifically the Rules for Archival 
Description. The scanned images of the negatives 
will then be accessible from the Touchstones 
Nelson’s online homepage through a link to 
Flickr©. 

The City of Vancouver Archives has recently 
completed a similar project using panoramic 
photographs from their collection. The Vancouver 
Archives project will be used as a model for the 

nitrate project, which will 
be completed by early May 
of this year. Obtaining the 
images through a social 
media site such as Flickr 
will allow the public 
to leave comments on 
individual images. This will 
help to develop further 
information on the images: 
possibly identifying the 
date, the individual in the 
photo, or the location. 
Also of note are a series of 
new mini historical displays 
in Touchstones Nelson’s 
lobby. First was a display 
on Lieutenant Hampton 
Gray and the awarding of 
the Victoria Cross for his 

heroic actions in World War I. Later, a display 
featured the Kerr Apartments after a fire 

tragically gutted the building. There was also a 
display on John Norris after his sad passing. Most 

recently skiing in Nelson and area 
was displayed specifically for 

Whitewater Ski Resort’s Coldsmoke event hosted 
by Touchstones Nelson. Be sure to stop by and 
check out the lobby for various mini displays that 
showcase a theme or individual using items from 
the archives and collection. 

Archives & Collections — by Laura Fortier __________________

Nitrate negative of the Post Office sorting 
room taken by Dick Spurway, [193-?]

Nitrate negative of the interior lobby of the 
Civic Theatre taken by J.H. Allen, [193-?]
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Touchstones Nelson is 
pleased to announce its 

first annual Spring Family Fair! 
Join us anytime between noon 
and 4pm on Sunday, May 15 
for an afternoon of family fun. 
This event will coincide with 
Nelson’s first ever Chinatown 
Week and will include related 
crafts and activities. 
Come and celebrate your local 
history at Touchstones Nelson!
Touchstones Nelson will be 
hosting this event by donation 

with half of all proceeds to be 
donated to a local charity. 
Please note that in order 
to ensure all participants 
enjoy their visit, an adult 
must accompany children 
participating in craft activities 
for the duration of their stay. 
For additional information on 
any of our Seasonal Family Fairs 
please call Touchstones Nelson 
at 250-352-9813.

Spring Family Fair  ________________________________

Touchstones Nelson: Museum of Art and History • 502 Vernon St., Nelson, BC V1L 4E7
P 250.352.9813 • F 250.352.9810 • www.touchstonesnelson.ca City of Nelson

The Society recognizes the generous and ongoing support of the City of Nelson and the Province of British Columbia 
through the BC Arts Council and Gaming Revenue and premiere exhibition sponsor Nelson & District Credit Union.

City of Nelson

Touchstones Nelson is on track to bring you another 
edition of the always popular Heritage Home Tour on 

Sunday, June 12. This year’s tour keeps up the pace with 
a collection of outstanding homes located 
in and around the Carbonate and Hall 
streets area. Included in the tour are 
such gems as the John Houston house – 
home to Nelson’s first Mayor. As always, 
the tour will feature an array of homes 

that best reflect a cross section of lives of people living 
in Nelson in and around the turn of the last century. 

Also on the tour is a tea hosted by St. Saviour’s 
Pro — Cathedral and a public program at St. 

Saviour’s to present the completed research 
on its stained glass windows. 
Tickets will be available at Touchstones 
Nelson beginning May 17th.  

2011 Annual Heritage Home Tour  ____________________

STAFF DirECTOry
Executive Director:
 Leah Best—director@touchstonesnelson.ca
Curators (shared):

• Rod Taylor—rod@touchstonesnelson.ca or  
 exhibitions@touchstonesnelson.ca 
• Jessica Demers—jessica@touchstonesnelson.ca or 
 exhibitions@touchstonesnelson.ca

Archivist/Collections Manager:
 Laura Fortier—collections@touchstonesnelson.ca

Visitor Services Manager: 
 Alex Dudley (returning July)
 Cindy Fillion—shop@touchstonesnelson.ca
Executive Assistant, Volunteer/Membership Coordinator:
 Linda Sawchyn—linda@touchstonesnelson.ca  
 or info@touchstonesnelson.ca
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